A damage identification method based on differential gradient of normalized strain (DGNS) is presented to overcome the disadvantages of traditional static damage identification, such as the complicacy of measurement system and the limited measurement points etc. Two numerical simulations were conducted on a dog-bone specimen to verify the feasibility of the method. In the experiment, differential of strain contour density (DSCD), which has the same physical meaning with DGNS，significantly improves the smoothness and visualization of field information. Both the simulation and experiment results show that, DGNS (DSCD) is capable of describing the structural damage property meanwhile effectively isolates the damaged areas from regions with inhomogeneous deformation due to geometric inhomogeneity. Moreover, DGNS (DSCD) is a structural intrinsic parameter, and independent on external loads.
Introduction
As a result of collisions with foreign objects, fatigue loading and corrosive environments et al., critical structural systems such as aircraft, spacecraft, bridges, and offshore platforms continuously accumulate damage in their service environments. Damage, which is considered as an index for the differential of the mechanical properties of structures or material, usually consists of many forms, such as plastic deformation, cracks, micro-holes and gaps. For such structures, periodic inspections and maintenance are mandatory to ensure safety [1] . Non-destructive detection (NDD) method to detect damage status of engineering structures has become an important issue [2] . However, most of NDD methods including static identification and dynamic identification on the contact measurement could not be fully used in some special situations, such as high temperature and corrosive environments.
Digital image correlation (DIC), proposed by Peters [3] and Yamaguchi [4] in 1982, as an optical measurement method, has been widely used for characterization of full-field deformation and its evolutions under various conditions, due to its characteristics of non-contact and simple measuring requirements. It has been used to get the displacement and strain distribution of the target structure for analyzing the crack growth [5~7], necking during monotonic loading, phase transformation in materials and so on.
There are little reports on the application of the method combining DIC with SHM. The reason could be in SHM system intrinsic parameters of structures, such as frequency [8~9], modal shape, modal strain energy, flexibility [10] and stiffness information, are usually used for detecting and evaluating damage. Nevertheless, parameters obtained by DIC are usually dependent on both the structural configuration and external loads.
In this work, a damage identification method based on the differential gradient of normalized strain (DGNS) is proposed. On the one hand, the proposed method is a non-contact technology, suitable for more situations than traditional contact measurement. On the other hand, the damage index DGNS is a structural intrinsic parameter, which can identify the damage like plastic deformation and cracks, and isolate the damaged areas from the strain concentration areas due to structural geometric configurations effectively.
The principle of the method
As damage occurs in the materials or structures, the distribution of stress around the damaged region would change, causing the inhomogeneity of strain. The geometrically inhomogeneous features in the structure such as holes and grooves also cause the heterogeneity of deformation. If the strain is used as the damage index, it is difficult to detect the real damage region in the early damage stage since the heterogeneity caused by the structure geometry may covers up that in damage regions. So the damage can only be identified in the later stage when the structure is severely damaged.
In consequence, a reasonable damage index should be proposed to distinguish the real damage and the geometric inhomogeneity such that we can identify the real damage regions effectively in the early damage stage. Differential of gradient normalized strain (DGNS) is proposed, used as the damage index in the paper, of which the feasibility is proved as follows.
The relation between the strain of a structure and the external load can be written as:
where N is the node number, D is the direction of strain, f is the load and α ND is a parameter related to the geometry, the material properties and the deformation stages of the structure. Then, the normalized strain ρ ND is defined as:
where ε MAXD and ε MIND are the maximal and minimum value in the strain field respectively. Substituting (1) into (2), we can obtain:
We can see ρ ND is independent on f and only related to α ND . The gradient of normalized strain (GNS) ξ ND is defined as: ( 1) ( 1)
where x (N+1)D and x (N-1)D are the coordinates of the nodes next to the node N. Substituting (3) into (4), we can obtain (5). From (5), we can see that GNS only depends on parameter α ND which only related to the geometry and material property of the structure.
( 1)
Numerical simulations
In this section, two numerical simulations are conducted to validate the proposed method. The first case is a dog-bone structure with a groove on one side. The groove is to represent the geometric inhomogeneity. The damage considered in this case is plastic deformation. The other case is a dog-bone structure with a square-shape hole and a crack. The hole is to represent the geometric inhomogeneity while the crack is the damage to identify. ANSYS is used to calculate the deformation of the structure. The GNS and DGNS are computed with a developed MATLAB program. 
Case I.
The structure is a dog-bone specimen with the dimension of 142×20×3mm as shown in Fig. 1(b) . A groove with a depth of 1mm is located at the center of the structure. The material (aluminium alloy) is considered to be elastic/plastic with linear hardening (Young's modulus, E=73GPa, yield strength, σ s =325Mpa, plastic modulus, E p =1.5Gpa, Poisson ratio of µ=0.34, and mass density of ρ=2780kg/m 3 ). The tension loads were applied to nodes on the right side of the specimen in a displacement mode. There are totally 4 simulations A, B, C and D (A, B: elastic stage; C, D: plastic stage), with the right-side displacement as 7.1µm, 56.8µm, 284µm and 360µm respectively. The deformation field on the surface of the structure opposite the grooved one is used to detect the damage.
The total mechanical strain, plastic strain and GNS field information of the specimen for 4 simulations are shown in Fig. 2 . Taking case A as a reference, the DGNS fields, e. g the difference of GNS field with the reference case are shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 2 , we can see the strain filed of the 4 cases is quite similar whether there is plastic deformation or not. The DGNS filed is uniform as shown in the top figure of Fig. 3 when there is no plastic deformation, while the groove area is highlighted once plastic deformation occurs. The amplitude of the DGNS filed increase as the plastic deformation amplifies. Comparing the plastic strain field in Fig.2 and the DGNS field in Fig.3 , we can see that DGNS field clearly match the region where plastic deformation occurs. In other words, DGNS can effectively indentify plastic deformation as a damage index. Case Ⅱ Ⅱ Ⅱ Ⅱ. . . . The structure (damaged structure) is a dog-bone structure with a square-shape hole and a crack. The hole is to represent the geometric inhomogeneity while the crack is the damage to identify. A structure having a hole but without the crack (intact structure) is considered as a reference. The geometry of the structure is shown in Fig. 1(d) . The material is the same as Case I. The tension loads were applied to nodes on the right side of the specimen in a displacement mode. There are totally 5 simulations (A, B: elastic stage; C, D, E: plastic stage), with the displacement 7.1µm, 42.6µm, 113.6µm, 170µm and 284µm respectively.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4~9 . The GNS, displacement and strain distribution fields of the 5 simulations are similar, only different in amplitudes so only the simulation E's three fields information are shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 6, Fig. 8 (x axis: the extruding direction, unit: mm). Fig. 5, Fig.  7 and Fig. 9 show the relationship between the differential of displacement (DOD), the differential of strain (DOS), DGNS and the external loads respectively. The GNS field can clearly illustrate the localized deformation around the hole or crack as shown in Fig. 4 in both damaged and intact structures. In the DGNS field, only the crack is highlighted, indicating the DGNS is an effective damage index which can isolate the damage (crack in this case) from the geometric inhomogeneity (hole in this case). As the load increases, the maximum of DGNS stays a constant, illustrating DGNS is an intrinsic feature of structures and independent from external loads. The results show that DGNS is a reasonable effective index for damage identification.
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From the displacement and strain fields of the intact and damaged specimen (as shown in Fig.6 and Fig. 8 ), we can see the deformation fields around the hole is so severe that it conceal the existence of crack. Even though the differential fields with the intact structure (DOD and DOS) can highlight the crack as shown in the bottom figure of Fig.6 and Fig.8 , the effectiveness of using them as an index for damage identification is limited by their relatively small values. For example, in simulation C, the maximum DOD and DOS are only 1.8µm and 175µε respectively, which are difficult to be captured according to the present accuracy of DIC technology. Therefore it is difficult to identify the damage region at small loads by the DOD or DOS in the early damage stage.
Experiments
Experiment setup. A tensile test on the dog-bone specimen with the groove 1mm depth as shown in Fig.1 (b) was carried out to verify DGNS is a sensitive index for the plastic deformation. The test was conducted on the WDW-50E test machine with a loading rate of 0.2mm/min at room temperature. As shown in Fig. 10(a) , the specimen surface was painted with a speckle pattern and images of the surface were captured by a CCD camera. The image size is 1600×500 pixels and the image acquisition rate was 2 fps (frame per second).
DIC technique gives the displacement field of the deformation from the correlation of a series of images. DGNS, which is the 2 nd derivative of the displacement field, is affected significantly by the noise during DIC measurements. Here we proposed an alternative parameter to DGNS to overcome this issue in practice, which is the differential of strain contour density (DSCD) and defined as:
where, θ ND is the strain contour density (SCD) of node N; ε maxD , ε minD , ε MAXD , ε MIND are local and global maximum and minimum strains as shown in Fig. 11 ; M is the number of contour lines. R is the size of the region under examination. DSCD is intrinsically the same as DGNS since it also represents the gradient of the strain field but in a more practical way. The DSCD is proved to be approximately independent on R when R is between 3L and 10L (L: the element size). In the analysis of experimental results, we chose M=30, and L=7 pixels and R=4L. The displacement and strain field of the structure were obtained by a DIC code provided by professor Shaopeng Ma of Beijing institute of technology. Then the SCD and DSCD field were computed by a developed MATLAB program as (6) . 
Results
The load ~ strain curve of the dog-bone specimen is shown in Fig. 12 . The SCD fields are shown in Fig. 13 . Taking the result corresponding to point A on the load ~ strain curve as a reference, the DSCD fields, i.e. the difference of strain contour density field with the reference case, are shown in Fig.14 . The horizontal and vertical coordinates are pixels, and the value in the caption represents the differential number of contour line compared with the reference. Obviously, the accuracy of the damage identification method proposed in this paper is restricted by the precision of strain identification of DIC technology. More accurate the DIC technology is, more effective the method presented would be. There are lots of studies going on to improve the accuracy of DIC [11~16] . Currently, the displacement resolution can reach about 0.005 ~ 0.1 pixel, and the strain resolution is floating around hundreds of µε. Therefore, the proposed method is strongly related to the advances of the DIC technique.
Conclusion
The conclusions obtained from the numerical analysis and the experiments are as follows: (1) For the static damage identification, a method based on DGNS is proposed in the paper, which uses the gradient of the strain field as the damage index to monitor the health of the structure. (2)From the numerical simulation results, we can see that DGNS is capable of identifying the structural damage property like plastic deformation and cracks, meanwhile it can effectively isolate the damaged areas from the heterogeneity of deformation regions caused by geometric inhomogeneity. Moreover, DGNS could identify the damage in early stage as it has been proved a structural intrinsic parameter. (3)Experiment results indicate that in practice DSCD instead of DGNS can effectively identify plastic deformation as proved in Section 3.1. The damage identification ability of the proposed method is limited by the precision of DIC technology.
